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Cambrian It can not be overlooked that the beds C7-04 altogether represent a regression phase of marine sedimentation, though the Bed Ol quartzite rests on the underlying late Upper Cambrian strata with an apparent conformity.
From the palaeontological point of view, a faunal break of the first order of magnitude lies at the base of the quartzite. The faunas of the area now in consideration are rather similar to those of Tonking on one side and to those of North China and South Manchuria on the other, up to the close of the Cambrian Period. Since then, its faunas became quite distinct from those of the northern region. The Tomkol shale of South Korea is undoubtedly an equivalent of the Tremadoc shale of the British and Baltic Basins, whereas the Wanwanian of South Manchuria contains a fauna bearing a significant Ozarkian character of the Arcto-American region. This condition is best explained only by the assumption of the appearance of a certain barrier somewherebetween the northern and southern Korea, which hindered the migration of marine organisms from north to south and vise versa. These are the very reasons why the quartzite is taken by me as the base of the Ordovician formation. Of these fossils, Diplograptus sp. resembles D.calcaratus var. vulgatus from the Dicranograptus shale of Britain; Basilicas powisii and Orthis calligramma are also the characteristic species fromthe lower part of the British Caradocian; the species of Asaphus, Ogygites and Vaginoceras havetheir related forms in the " Asaphusstufe " of the Baltic Basin. These principal components of the Chikusan fauna show a close affinity of it to the Llandeilo-Caradocian fauna of Europe, while some of other species have a slight resemblance to certain Black River-Trenton and Chazy species ofNorth America. On the other hand, some of the Asaphids in the Chikunsan fauna are nearly identical with the pygidia of Asaphus described by Kayser and Weller from Sc'chuan and those by Frech and Yabe from Hupei and Kiangsi; hence a close relation between the Chikunsan fauna of South Korea and the Sukiapa-Neichiashan fauna of the Central China seems to be undeniable. Furthermore, it may be safely assured that a close affinity likewise exists between the Chikunsan fauna and the contemporaneous faunas of Yunnan and India, having Modiolopsis thebawi, Lophospira pagoda, Protocycloceras (?) deprati and Ogygites yunnanensis in common. The occurrence of Pliomera sp. in the lower horizon is also worthy of notice in this connection, because it is the genus very common in Burma and Yunnan. As to the Ordovician fauna of the Sukiapa Bed, Central China, Weller has already noticed that it has a striking affinity to the Vaginatenkalk of the Baltic Province, though certain resemblance to the fauna of the Black River-Trenton is also recognisable.
The same is the case with South Korea.
Such a separation of the southern fauna from the northern is in my opinion due to the existence of a certainbarrier on the position extending from Tsinlingshan to Keijo the Tsinling-Keijo Line, which is somewhat comparable in nature with the "Caledonische Schwelle "; it is very interesting that this line is subparallel to an important orogenic zone of a later date, just as the " Caledonische Schwelle " is with the Caledonian Mountains .
This Tsinling-Keijo Line marks the geographical boundary between the Southern and Northern Chinese Seas throughout the Ordovician Period, though it was possible for certain organisms, such as Orthis calligramma in the northern sea and Actinoceras sp. in the southern to go astray from one region intothe other.
